
It’s a Time of Elevation

As we contemplate our kingship, as we are being trained in that area, it is important that we approach
prophetic messages with that in mind. We will not allow the Spirit to point to the kingship content of
these messages from heaven unless we are sure we are being reprogrammed to be kings. We’ll miss what
he’s wanting us to receive from Father and it’ll restrict the pace of our retraining. 

There has been a tendency for those of us who have come out of the Power Gospel to see messages about
power and authority as more of that misdirected stuff. However, we must discern each message as a
whole, to get a sense of its genuine source, and then to allow the Spirit to deposit in our spirit what we
need to know from it about our kingship. If we reject our kingship and everything related to power and
authority (reserving it for the next age) we will discount ourselves from rising up as Father manifests his
sons in the times ahead of us.

As a challenge, see what you get from the following prophetic article:

“Recently, as I was in the Orlando area, the Lord caught me up in an open vision during one of our
drives. He showed me a glorious, golden throne rising up, out from the swampy waters of Florida.

The Lord began speaking to me, saying that there were many seats, or thrones of power, rising up out
from the waters of the earth for such a time as this.

In my vision, this throne was immersed within these waters, hidden and covered by the elements of the
lake. It was not visible, and it was unseen to the common sight. It was hidden for a purpose, and it was
underneath the waters for a set reason.

This seat suddenly began to rise out of the waters with golden, glorious, electric, shimmering power as
it was being elevated by the hand of the Lord. This throne rising out from the depths, represents the
seat of promotion that many are receiving in this season. Because you were humble, humbled and went
low before the Lord, the Father is lifting you up from being deep down below, drowned and covered in
the waters of the earth… 

This is your season of elevation. You're coming out of the place of hiding to revelation. You're coming
out from the place of obscurity into great honor. The Lord is manifesting the sons of God in this hour.

There is a seat that the Lord has reserved for you and all of heaven is waiting for you to take your
place… 

Stop waiting and staring at this beautiful phenomenon in doubt and/or in awe, but go ahead and go
forth and take your seat of power, favor and authority of kingdom rule and reign. If you do not take
your place, the seat will unfortunately be vacant for unwanted stragglers and strangers.

Passive Christianity is the last thing we need right now. In fact, passive believers are futile to the faith
and is a smearing offense to our God… 

There is a repositioning taking place, and we believers must learn to conquer in and for the expansion
of our seat of authority.”1
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)
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